Application of ultrasound in bone surgery: Two case reports
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Abstract

The present study describes some of the applications of ultrasound in bone surgery, based on the presentation of two clinical cases. The Piezosurgery® ultrasound device was used (Tecnología Mectron Medical, Carasco, Italy). In one case the instrument was used to harvest a chin bone graft for placement in a bone defect at level 1.2, while in the other case a bony window osteotomy was made in the external wall of the maxillary sinus, in the context of a sinus membrane lift procedure.

The Piezosurgery® device produces specific ultrasound frequency modulation (25-29 kHz), and has been designed to secure increased precision in application to bone surgery. This instrument produces selective sectioning of the mineralized bone structures, and causes less intra- and postoperative bleeding.

One of the advantages of the Piezosurgery® device is that it can be used for maxillary sinus lift procedures in dental implant placement. In this context it considerably lessens the risk of sinus mucosa laceration by preparing the bony window in the external wall of the upper maxilla, and can be used to complete the lifting maneuver. The use of ultrasound in application to hard tissues can be regarded as a slow technique compared with the conventional rotary instruments, since it requires special surgical skill and involves a certain learning curve.
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Introduction
Kennedy et al. (1) reported that Pohlman in 1950 was the first to apply ultrasound in humans, on an empirical basis for the treatment of neuropathic pain and myalgias. The therapeutic application of ultrasound subsequently became increasingly widespread, on the belief that practically any disorder could benefit from the technique. However, its application to bone was not advocated until 1950, when Maintz published the first study pointing out the beneficial effects of ultrasound upon bone healing (2).

Ultrasound was first applied in dentistry in 1952, specifically for preparing dental cavities, though in this context the technique was subsequently displaced by the introduction of high-speed rotary instruments. Nevertheless, its applications in other areas gradually increased over the years.

Piezosurgery® is an ultrasound device introduced in medical practice in 1988 for different procedures in application to hard tissues, including periodontal surgery, periapical surgery (3,4), the removal of impacted teeth, implant surgery for facilitating bone ridge expansion or in bone regeneration techniques (5,6), inferior dental nerve lateralization and transpositioning – thanks to the fact that the device does not damage non-mineralized structures (7) – and in different interventions such as orthognathic surgery. The Piezosurgery® system is equipped with several ultrasound tips specific for each type of procedure (5).

The instrument used in our study operates at a frequency of 25-29 kHz, with an advanced oscillation control module that introduces pauses in the high-frequency vibrations. These pauses help avoid heating of the bone and maintain optimum sectioning capacity. The amplitude of the microvibrations is in the range of 60-210 μm, corresponding to a handpiece power rating of over 5 W (8).

This system was developed with the purpose of securing improved precision and safety in bone surgery compared with the manual and rotary instruments.

The Piezosurgery® device offers three specific features attributable to the microvibrations and to specific modulation of the ultrasound frequency (25-29 kHz). Firstly, it allows micrometric sectioning, offering superior precision in cutting and with no bone loss. Secondly, the instrument selectively sections mineralized structures, without damaging the adjacent soft tissues, which remain intact even in the case of accidental contact with the device. Lastly, the physical cavitation phenomenon produced by the device ensures less bleeding (9).

Clinical Cases

Case 1
A 23-year-old woman presented with no disease antecedents of interest and no known drug allergies. She reported occasional alcohol consumption and no smoking. Surgery for ectopic pregnancy had been carried out one year ago. The patient was seen for en bloc bone graft treatment of absent tooth 1.2, since the area presented a horizontal bony defect, with posterior implant placement (Figure 1A). She had a removable dental prosthesis in position 1.2. Moderate generalized periodontal disease (as established by the CPI index) was observed, with good oral hygiene (plaque index). The patient was cooperative but nervous. Initial management consisted of periodontal treatment. Posteriorly an en bloc chin bone graft was harvested, using the Piezosurgery® instrument in advanced boosted mode with external irrigation and the ultrasound tip specifically designed for this procedure (Figure 1B). Surgery was carried out under local anesthesia and conscious sedation via the intravenous route (midazolam, propofol and remifentanil). The graft was affixed to the zone of the defect with a titanium screw (Figure 1C). Antibiotics and analgesics were provided in the postoperative period: amoxicillin – clavulanic acid 875 / 125 mg every 8 hours for 10 days, and diclofenac 50 mg every 8 hours for 5 days. In second step surgery 7 months later, the screw was removed.

Fig. 1. Case 1.
(A) Clinical view showing the bone defect in the zone of 1.2.
(B) Harvesting of the chin graft.
(C) Fixation of the graft to the defect zone.
and a palatal keratinized gingival graft was positioned. Two months later a dental implant was placed in the zone, followed by prosthetic rehabilitation. The esthetic outcome can be considered acceptable.

Case 2

A 43-year-old woman presented with no disease antecedents of interest and no known drug allergies. She had stopped smoking a year ago, and reported moderate alcohol consumption. The patient had undergone tonsillectomy 15 years ago; she showed good general health and was cooperative.

The patient was seen in our center for implant-supported rehabilitation of edentulous spaces. Examination revealed posterior sector atrophy of the upper maxilla. She wore no dentures. Her periodontal condition was adequate, with good oral and dental hygiene. The following teeth were missing: 1.8, 1.7, 1.6, 1.5, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 3.8, 3.7, 3.6, 3.5 and 4.6. The radiological study revealed bone atrophy of the upper maxilla, with considerable pneumatization of both maxillary sinuses (Figure 2A).

The treatment strategy consisted of bone regeneration in the posterior sector of the upper maxilla, with bilateral maxillary sinus lifting, followed by implant-supported rehabilitation. The Piezosurgery® instrument was used in advanced boosted mode with external irrigation to prepare the bony windows and lift the sinus membrane. These procedures were carried out using the ultrasound tips recommended by the manufacturer (Figures 2B and 2C). There was no perforation of the sinus membrane, and the bony window was lifted with the membrane, conforming the new floor of the maxillary sinus. The resulting space was filled with a 50% mixture of crushed autologous bone harvested from the chin and Bio-Oss® (Geistlich Pharma, Wolhusen, Switzerland), covering the entire surgical zone with a reabsorbable type I collagen membrane (Biomend®, Zimmer Dental, New Jersey, USA). The same medication as in the previous case was prescribed, and the postoperative course was free of complications. Prosthesis over implants rehabilitation proved satisfactory.

Discussion

Piezoelectric surgery applied to bone, also known as the Piezosurgery® technique, is a new option for osteotomies and ostectomies, using an ultrasound device. In 1975, Horton et al. (10) compared alveolar bone healing in surgical defects produced by ultrasound with defects produced using a chisel or rotary instruments – good results being obtained with all three techniques. In 1981 these same authors published another study on the clinical applications of ultrasound in bone surgery (11).

Posteriorly, an experimental study in dogs was published, comparing bone healing using the Piezosurgery® device, conventional tungsten carbide drills or diamond drills to create 4-mm bone defects around the posterior mandibular teeth. The authors concluded that the Piezosurgery® device offered the best results in terms of bone regeneration (12).

The sinus membrane lift technique implies the risk of perforating the Schneider membrane. This relatively common complication can be caused by the heat generated during osteotomy, drill action on creating the bony window, or on lifting the membrane with manual dissectors. One of the advantages of the Piezosurgery® device is that it can be used to prepare the bony window in the external wall of the upper maxilla without the risk of lacerating the sinus mucosa, and with a limited loss of bone tissue. Vercellotti et al. (13) evaluated 15 patients operated upon with the Piezosurgery® device in the context of bone regeneration in pneumatized maxillary sinuses. A total of 21 osteotomies were carried out.
for bony window preparation, with a mean length of 14 mm, a height of 6 mm and a thickness of 1.4 mm. The mean duration of bony window preparation was three minutes. Posterior sinus membrane lift with this instrument required 5 minutes on average. The reported success rate was 95%, with a single sinus membrane perforation on performing the osteotomy.

Autologous bone grafts are widely used in implant surgery to secure horizontal or vertical alveolar process augmentation in atrophic maxillas. Chiriac et al. (14) compared the viability, growth and cell differentiation of bone grafts harvested with a piezoelectric device (Piezosurgery®) or a conventional rotary instrument. The authors concluded that neither system interfered with joining of the bone grafts to the recipient bone bed. We obtained satisfactory results with the Piezosurgery® device in harvesting bone grafts, with subsequent correct healing in the recipient bed.

In application to other procedures such as residual crest expansion for posterior implant placement, ultrasound has been shown to be fundamental for ensuring precise yet minimally traumatic surgery (15).

Lastly, it should be mentioned that the Piezosurgery® system constitutes an innovation in bone surgery, with handling characteristics that are different from those of the conventional techniques. In effect, it requires special surgical skill and involves a certain learning curve (1).
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